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Executive Summary
The explicit statutory purpose of multidistrict litigation (MDL) 
proceedings is to coordinate discovery and other pretrial matters 
when multiple cases involving overlapping factual issues are 
pending in different federal courts. The MDL statute is also clear 
that centralization is for pretrial purposes only and that cases must 
be returned to their home districts for trial once pretrial matters 
are resolved.

Over the last several years, however, as the 
volume of mass tort litigation has multiplied, 
many MDL courts have expanded their role 
beyond “pretrial” matters. In particular, a 
growing number of judges tasked with 
overseeing MDL proceedings have begun 
conducting so-called “bellwether” trials as 
part of MDL proceedings, including 
consolidated multi-plaintiff trials (i.e., trials in 
which one jury simultaneously resolves the 
claims of more than one plaintiff), often as 
part of a strategy to encourage global MDL 
settlements. Indeed, there appears to be a 
growing sense that an MDL judge has 
“failed” if he or she does not broker a 

litigation-wide settlement because the 
alternative is to flood federal courts around 
the country with hundreds or thousands of 
remanded cases. As a result, it has become 
increasingly common for MDL courts to 
employ bellwether trials as a tool to 
encourage (or even pressure) the parties to 
come to the settlement table. 

There are two fundamental problems with 
this approach. As an initial matter, it remains 
an open question whether trials are ever a 
proper function of an MDL court. The MDL 
statute authorizes “coordinated or 
consolidated pretrial proceedings,”1 but 

“ As a result, it has become increasingly common for 
MDL courts to employ bellwether trials as a tool to 
encourage (or even pressure) the parties to come to the 
settlement table.”
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does not provide any role for the MDL court 
beyond the pretrial stage. Further, the 
United States Supreme Court’s 1998 
decision in Lexecon 2 instructs that cases 
pending in an MDL proceeding must be 
remanded to the districts in which they 
originated at the conclusion of pretrial 
matters, absent consent of the parties to 
further proceedings. Yet, a review of the 
dockets of the 135 mass tort MDL 
proceedings that are currently pending or 
were formally concluded in the last 10 years 
shows that 29 (or roughly 21 percent) of 
those proceedings involved at least one trial, 
with a total of 73 MDL trials having been 
conducted, either before the MDL court or 
with the MDL judge sitting by designation in 
the transferor district as a means to 
continue the MDL court’s involvement in 
the case.3 

As set forth below, this raises concerns 
about whether MDL judges are improperly 
straying from their designated role by 
pressuring parties to forgo their rights under 
Lexecon and submit to MDL trials, all in an 
effort to keep hold of the litigation and force 
a global settlement. And while MDL trials 
may seem efficient, commentators have 
noted that there are many benefits of 
remanding MDL cases back to their home 
districts for trial, including increased 
objectivity from new judges with “fresh 

eyes” on a case and allowing more juries 
from a wider variety of jury pools to 
determine the value of various claims.

This is especially true given the second—
more troubling—trend reflected in the MDL 
data: the use of multi-plaintiff trials by MDL 
courts. As set forth below, MDL judges 
have conducted seven multi-plaintiff trials in 
product liability cases in the last 10 years, 
collectively addressing the claims of 32 
different plaintiffs.4 Notably, the jury found in 
favor of the plaintiffs more than 78 percent 
of the time in these multi-plaintiff MDL trials 
(whereas less than 37 percent of single-
plaintiff MDL trials resulted in verdicts for 
plaintiffs). This is not surprising given the 
well-documented evidence that multi-
plaintiff trials are highly prejudicial to 
defendants for a host of reasons, including 
the tendency of juries to conflate the facts 
of the plaintiffs’ cases to defendants’ 
detriment, and to view defendants facing 
multiple claims negatively. Indeed, academic 
research on the topic has made clear that 
multi-plaintiff trials have a significantly 
higher likelihood of resulting in a verdict for 
the plaintiff and generally involve much 
higher damage awards. This raises concerns 
that courts could use the multi-plaintiff trial 
mechanism to increase settlement pressure 
on the defendants.

“ [A]cademic research on the topic has made clear 
that multi-plaintiff trials have a significantly higher 
likelihood of resulting in a verdict for the plaintiff and 
generally involve much higher damage awards.”
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Are MDL Trials Ever Appropriate?
As commentators have noted, there has been a recent trend among 
MDL judges to “refuse to remand” cases back to their transferor 
districts after pretrial proceedings are complete and instead 
conduct trials in the MDL proceeding.5

There is a significant question, however, as 
to whether MDL courts should be 
conducting MDL trials at all. As set forth 
above, the MDL statute itself does not 
contemplate coordinated MDL proceedings 
continuing past the pretrial stage. 
Accordingly, the United States Supreme 
Court unanimously held in Lexecon that an 
MDL court cannot unilaterally retain for trial 
cases that are transferred to it for pretrial 
proceedings.6 Instead, an MDL court must 
remand any action sent to it “at or before 
the conclusion of ... pretrial proceedings to 

the district from which it was transferred.”7 
In sum, Lexecon confirms that “[a]n MDL 
court can conduct pretrial proceedings but 
cannot try a case that it would not be able 
to try without its MDL status.”8 The only 
way that such a court can try transferred 
cases is with the parties’ consent, which is 
known as a “Lexecon waiver[].”9

The problem with Lexecon waivers, 
however, is that they are not always freely 
given. MDL courts have significant power 
over a litigation in its early stages. Tasked 
with making important and far-reaching 
decisions regarding the scope of discovery, 
dispositive motions and, in some cases, 
class certification, the MDL court essentially 
charts the trajectory of the litigation, with its 
actions affecting hundreds or even 
thousands of cases across the country. 
Accordingly, MDL courts wield considerable 
influence and, as a result, can exert 
substantial pressure on the parties to waive 
their rights to remand under Lexecon and 
consent to a trial in the MDL court. In 
addition, as noted below, certain MDL 
courts have interpreted Lexecon waivers 
broadly, taking a party’s consent to an initial 
or particular MDL trial as an admission that 

“ ... MDL courts wield 
considerable influence 
and, as a result, can exert 
substantial pressure on 
the parties to waive their 
rights to remand under 
Lexecon and consent to a 
trial in the MDL court.”
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any case (or combination of cases) 
transferred to the MDL court may be tried 
there, or by the MDL judge in another 
forum. As a result, parties to an MDL 
proceeding can find themselves coerced or 
forced into an MDL trial—or a series of 
trials—to which they would not otherwise 
have consented.

Settlement Pressure and MDL 
Trials 
As numerous sources have noted, a primary 
reason why MDL courts seek to try cases is 
to encourage global settlement before the 
proceeding concludes and individual cases 
are transferred back to their transferor 
districts.10 Specifically, MDL courts often 
propose holding “bellwether” trials of  
a variety of different, purportedly 
representative cases that supposedly  
reflect the general inventory of pending 
claims, the thought being that the verdicts 
reached as a result of those trials will 
provide an objective assessment of the 
value of various types of claims in the 
litigation. “Bellwether cases ... are 
representatives selected from the ‘flock’ of 
cases consolidated in front of the transferee 
court and tried front-to-back” there.11 

As recognized by the Manual for Complex 
Litigation, the purpose of bellwether trials is 
to “produce a sufficient number of 
representative verdicts” to “enable the 
parties and the court to determine the 
nature and strength of the claims, whether 
they can be fairly developed and litigated on 
a group basis, and what range of values the 
cases may have if resolution is attempted 
on a group basis.”12 

While there are certainly benefits to the 
bellwether trial process in certain scenarios, 
there are significant policy concerns 
associated with conducting MDL trials in 
order to facilitate settlement of a litigation, 
especially where the parties may be pushed 
to consent to MDL trials despite a 
preference for having cases tried in home 
districts. For one thing, federal case law 
makes clear that it is improper for any court 
to take actions intended primarily to coerce 
settlements.13 It is well understood that the 
MDL process “creates incentives for judges 
to treat settlement as the ultimate goal,”14 
especially because many MDL courts 
“struggle to deal effectively with caseloads 
expanding at a precipitous rate,”15 making 
global resolution seem like the best, and 
sometimes only, option.16 But however 
substantial these struggles may be, 
appellate courts have made it clear that 
district courts cannot cross the line between 
facilitating settlement and coercing it, and 
that requiring “particular lawyers or litigants 
to participate in additional and 
unconventional settlement procedures” 
crosses that line.17 

Prodding defendants to waive their rights 
under Lexecon constitutes precisely that 

“ It is well understood 
that the MDL process 
‘creates incentives for 
judges to treat settlement 
as the ultimate goal.’”
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kind of judicial coercion, particularly when 
combined with the already existing 
pressures to settle that are the inevitable 
product of certain MDL courts’ “cowboy-
on-the-frontier mentality” and ad hoc 
approach to procedure.18 And because any 
interlocutory rulings regarding such 
procedures are not immediately appealable, 
a defendant facing pressure from an MDL 
court to waive its Lexecon rights generally 
lacks any immediate means of protection 
and must endure a protracted and expensive 
MDL trial, post-trial and appellate process to 
obtain review by an appellate court. As 
Judge Edith Jones of the Fifth Circuit plainly 
put it, “[s]uch an outcome belies the goals 
of efficiency, economy, fairness, and 
predictability for which the MDL system 
supposedly exists.”19

Representation Problems  
With MDL Bellwethers
There is also a significant concern that MDL 
trials are not actually “representative” of the 
larger body of cases—and therefore cannot 
provide a fair estimate of the legitimacy or 
value of the plaintiffs’ claims generally. It is 
true that, where each party freely consents 
to an MDL trial of a case with which both 
sides are comfortable, these proceedings 
can sometimes be a useful exercise in 
assessing the strengths and weaknesses of 
the overall claims pool and informing the 

direction of the MDL proceeding. But that is 
not always the case, especially where an 
MDL court pushes litigants for broad 
Lexecon waivers that allow the MDL court 
to try virtually whatever cases it wants in 
whatever fashion it thinks best without the 
express consent of the parties.20 

Judge Jones accurately noted that “[t]he 
undeniable pressure on defendants to settle 
is a reality in ... alleged mass tort cases,” 
and this dynamic is being fueled in part by 
MDL judges erroneously and broadly 
construing supposed Lexecon waivers and 
trying cases in an “unauthorized forum.”21 
Indeed, as set forth below, the trend toward 
MDL trials has led to the practice of 
conducting inherently unfair multi-plaintiff 
MDL trials pursuant to such purported 
waivers, directly threatening the due 
process rights of MDL defendants and 
providing a distorted assessment of the 
value of claims in a litigation. 

MDL Trials Are Problematic  
Even With Consent
Even if Lexecon waivers were not being 
obtained through coercion, there is a more 
fundamental question that must be 
addressed: whether MDL courts should be 
conducting trials at all. As commentators 
have observed, “the source of an MDL 
judge’s authority to try anything is quite 

“ [A]ppellate courts have made it clear that district 
courts cannot cross the line between facilitating 
settlement and coercing it ...”
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questionable” given the text of the MDL 
statute, which expressly limits the power of 
an MDL court to pretrial proceedings only.22 
In addition, the legislative history of the 
MDL statute explains the reason for limiting 
an MDL court’s role in this way, 
acknowledging that “trial in the originating 
district is generally preferable” to one before 
an MDL court because it is more convenient 
for the parties and witnesses.23 Further, as 
commentators have noted, remanding MDL 
cases for trial preserves the “litigant[s’] 
traditional privileges of selecting where, 
when and how to enforce [their] substantive 
rights or assert [their] defenses.”24 

Indeed, once the MDL court has resolved 
generally applicable issues, there is no reason 
for specific trials to take place in a forum that 
lacks any connection with the case, rather 
than in the transferor court, which the plaintiff 
has chosen and in which the defendant is 
presumably subject to personal jurisdiction.25 
In addition, sending cases back to their original 
districts for trial avoids saddling the transferee 
judge with the task of applying the choice-of-
law rules, and the substantive laws, of many 
different states. 

As courts have recognized, an MDL court 
may not simply impose its own choice-of-
law framework on the hundreds or 
thousands of cases transferred to it. 
Instead, cases transferred to an MDL 
proceeding are governed by the choice-of-
law rules of the jurisdiction where they 
originated—and cases filed directly in an 
MDL proceeding pursuant to a direct file 
agreement/order are subject to the choice-
of-law rules of the jurisdiction in which the 
events giving rise to the cause of action 
occurred.26 Thus, conducting MDL trials of 

cases originating in other jurisdictions often 
requires an MDL court to interpret and apply 
the choice-of-law rules and substantive laws 
of other states. Because MDL trials often 
involve complex and novel questions that 
have not yet been clearly resolved by courts 
in the applicable states, this can result in 
MDL courts essentially creating new law in 
states with which they have little prior 
experience and no real connection. 

It has also been noted that, if the parties 
wish to meaningfully assess the strength of 
the claims in a litigation, they are better 
served by conducting bellwether trials in 
front of various different judges using 
different jury pools in different states, as 
opposed to allowing the same judge to try a 

“ [O]nce the MDL court 
has resolved generally 
applicable issues, there is 
no reason for specific 
trials to take place in a 
forum that lacks any 
connection with the case, 
rather than in the 
transferor court, which 
the plaintiff has chosen 
and in which the 
defendant is presumably 
subject to personal 
jurisdiction.”
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whole series of cases before juries drawn 
from the same small corner of the country, 
which may not be representative of the 
nation as a whole.27 Importantly, this 
problem exists even where an MDL judge 
remands cases back to their home districts 
and then seeks to sit by designation to 
conduct trials there. This is because a single 
MDL judge is likely to impose the same or 
similar evidentiary and other rulings in each 
trial he or she conducts, setting the stage 
for similar outcomes and verdicts in cases 
that may have ended very differently if tried 
by different jurists with different views on 

the litigation. Commentators have also 
noted that remanding cases for trial by 
different courts “minimiz[es] possible undue 
complexity from multi-party trials,” which—
as set forth below—may be encouraged in 
an MDL proceeding where a single MDL 
judge feels singularly responsible for 
resolving hundreds or thousands of suits.28

In short, while MDL courts have been trying 
cases with increased regularity in recent 
years, it remains unclear whether such a 
practice is appropriate or promotes the just 
outcome of the litigation.

“ Commentators have also noted that remanding 
cases for trial by different courts ‘minimiz[es] possible 
undue complexity from multi-party trials’ ...”
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Multi-Plaintiff MDL Trials Violate 
Defendants’ Due Process Rights
The most egregious example of the dangers presented by the trend 
toward MDL courts conducting trials as a means to encourage 
settlements is the increasing occurrence of multi-plaintiff MDL 
trials, which raise significant fairness and due process concerns  
for defendants. 

As set forth below, both the MDL data and 
relevant academic literature demonstrate 
that the use of consolidated trials works to 
the significant and unfair disadvantage of 
mass tort defendants—substantially 
increasing the likelihood and size of each 
plaintiff’s verdict and, as a result, artificially 
skewing the perceived “trend” of the 
litigation in the plaintiffs’ favor.29 Thus, the 
use of multi-plaintiff trials as a means of 
assessing the overall value of a litigation in 
the MDL context is inherently unreliable  
and inappropriate.

Multi-Plaintiff Trials  
in the MDL Context
As noted above, 29 MDL proceedings 
pending in the last decade have involved at 
least one trial, with 73 trials in total having 
been conducted by MDL judges during that 
period. Of those, 66 were single-plaintiff 
trials, 42 of which (63.6 percent) resulted in 
a defense verdict and 24 (36.4 percent) of 
which ended in a verdict for the plaintiffs. In 
addition, MDL judges presided over seven 
multi-plaintiff trials (involving a combined 

“ [T]he use of consolidated trials works to the 
significant and unfair disadvantage of mass tort 
defendants—substantially increasing the likelihood and 
size of each plaintiff’s verdict and, as a result, artificially 
skewing the perceived ‘trend’ of the litigation in the 
plaintiffs’ favor.”
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total of 32 different plaintiffs) that were tried 
to a verdict.30 In contrast to the results of 
the single-plaintiff MDL trials, 78.1 percent 
of the plaintiffs’ cases in multi-plaintiff trials 
resulted in a plaintiffs’ verdict, and only 21.9 
percent ended in a verdict for the defense. 
Notably, none of the multi-plaintiff trials 
ended in split verdicts (i.e., the jury finding 
in favor of some plaintiffs but not others).  
A brief summary of each of these multi-
plaintiff trials is included below.

CAMPBELL v. BOSTON SCIENTIFIC CORP.,  
NO. 2:12-CV-08633 (S.D. W. VA.) (MDL 2326)
Campbell was a trial of four plaintiffs’ claims 
alleging negligence and strict liability under 
West Virginia law against the manufacturer of 
the Obtryx Transobturator Mid-Urethral Sling 
System, a treatment for stress urinary 
incontinence. The district court had sua 
sponte consolidated 11 cases for trial, but 
three were dismissed during discovery and 
one was later removed from the consolidated 
action. Defendant Boston Scientific Corp. 
moved to sever the remaining cases for 
individual trials and, while that motion was 
pending, the plaintiffs dismissed three 
additional cases. The court then denied the 
motion to sever.31 

The four-plaintiff trial took place in November 
2014 and lasted 11 days, resulting in a 
combined plaintiffs’ verdict of $18.5 million, 
which included $14.5 million in past and 
future compensatory damages and $4 million 
in punitive damages. The plaintiffs were 
awarded $4.25 million (plaintiff Blankenship); 
$3.25 million (plaintiff Tyree); $3.25 million 
(plaintiff Campbell); and $3.75 million (plaintiff 
Wilson). Post-trial, Boston Scientific Corp. 
reached settlement with two of the plaintiffs 
and appealed the judgment in favor of the 

remaining two plaintiffs. The primary 
argument on appeal was that the trial was 
rendered unfair by the consolidation of four 
independent cases, but the United States 
Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit 
affirmed the verdicts, holding that 
consolidation was appropriate because all 
plaintiffs alleged that they experienced similar 
complications from the same device, and 
each received her medical device in West 
Virginia and asserted the same claims under 
West Virginia law.32 

EGHNAYEM v. BOSTON SCIENTIFIC CORP.,  
NO. 1:14-CV-24061-JRG (S.D. FLA.) (MDL 2326)
Eghnayem, also a part of the MDL 
proceeding addressing product liability 
claims related to the Obtryx Transobturator 
Mid-Urethral Sling System, involved the trial 
of four plaintiffs’ claims before the MDL 
judge sitting by designation in the plaintiffs’ 
home district. The MDL court had 
previously consolidated the cases for trial 
over the defendant’s objection33 and 
transferred them to the United States 
District Court for the Southern District of 
Florida for trial to avoid jurisdictional 
issues.34 The MDL court then requested 
permission to sit by designation in that 
district to oversee the trial,35 which began in 
November 2014 and lasted eight days.36 
Ultimately, the jury reached a $27 million 
combined verdict for the plaintiffs.37 
Compensatory damages were divided 
almost equally among the plaintiffs: 
$6,722,222 (plaintiff Eghnayem); $6,722,222 
(plaintiff Betancourt); $6,533,333 (plaintiff 
Nunez); and $6,766,666 (plaintiff Dotres).38 
The verdicts were ultimately affirmed on 
appeal by the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit.39
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AOKI v. DEPUY ORTHOPAEDICS, INC.,  
NO. 3:13-CV-01071-K (N.D. TEX.) (MDL 2244)
Aoki involved a trial of five plaintiffs who 
alleged that they were injured by defects in 
the Pinnacle artificial hip, a metal-on-metal 
hip replacement device. During the course 
of selecting proposed bellwether candidates 
for an initial trial, a disagreement emerged 
between the Plaintiffs’ Executive 
Committee and defendants over whether 
multiple cases should be consolidated for 
trial. After the Plaintiffs’ Executive 
Committee filed its proposal for selecting 
bellwether trials, which included a request 
for consolidation, the defendants responded 
that they did “not agree to waive their 
Lexecon objections for a prejudicial, multi-
plaintiff trial.”40 

The MDL court proceeded to conduct an 
MDL trial of the claims of a single plaintiff, 
selected by plaintiffs’ counsel from a pool of 
eight cases, and the jury returned a verdict 
for the defendants.41 Seemingly frustrated 
by the defense verdict, and concerned that 
it would discourage the defendants from 
pursuing settlement, the court selected five 
cases sua sponte to be tried together in the 
next trial.42 The defendants had previously 
agreed to a Lexecon waiver for a second 
trial43 and the five plaintiffs at issue were all 
residents of Texas, obviating any 
jurisdictional issues.44 That agreement, 
however, was rooted in defendants’ 
expectation that—consistent with their prior 
narrow waiver—a second trial would not 
involve multiple plaintiffs, a position 
reiterated by defendants in the form of a 
motion to deny consolidation.45 The trial 
began in January 2016 and lasted nine 
weeks, with the jury ultimately reaching a 
verdict in favor of all plaintiffs.46 The 

combined verdict was $502 million, 
including $500,000 in economic 
compensatory damages, $141.5 million in 
non-economic compensatory damages, and 
exemplary damages in the amounts of $120 
million and $240 million against defendants 
DePuy Orthopaedics, Inc. and Johnson & 
Johnson, respectively.47 

The MDL court later applied Texas’ statutory 
cap on exemplary damages to reduce the 
$360 million in exemplary damages to $9.6 
million.48 The compensatory damages were 
divided as follows: $16.8 million to plaintiff 
Aoki; $16 million to plaintiff Christopher (plus 
$746,980 to Christopher’s wife for loss of 
household services and loss of consortium); 
$31.7 million to plaintiff Greer; $50.2 million 
to plaintiff Klusmann (plus $2.5 million to 
Klusmann’s wife for loss of household 
services and loss of consortium); and $32.2 
million to plaintiff Peterson (plus $1.6 million 
to Peterson’s wife for loss of household 
services and loss of consortium).49 The 
judgments were later reversed on appeal by 
the United States Court of Appeals for the 
Fifth Circuit due to “egregious, multiple, and 
prejudicial” errors, although consolidation 
was not one of the specific errors identified 
by the appellate court.50

ANDREWS v. DEPUY ORTHOPAEDICS, INC.,  
NO. 3:15-CV-03484-K (N.D. TEX.) (MDL 2244)
Andrews also arose from the Pinnacle hip 
implant MDL proceeding. This time, the 
MDL court consolidated—over the 
defendants’ objections—the claims of six 
California plaintiffs for a single trial that 
began in September 2016 and lasted two 
months.51 Prior to trial, the defendants had 
explained to the court that, “[a]lthough 
[they] previously waived Lexecon for 
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purposes of selecting prior bellwether 
cases, they have never agreed to a blanket 
Lexecon waiver and do not waive their 
venue objections with respect to 
forthcoming trials.”52 

The MDL court proceeded with the trial 
rejecting these arguments, and it resulted in 
a plaintiffs’ verdict totaling an astronomical 
$1.04 billion.53 This included $28.3 million in 
compensatory damages and $1.008 billion 
in punitive damages. Punitive damages 
were later reduced by close to half, such 
that combined damages totaled roughly 
$543 million.54 The compensatory awards to 
each plaintiff were, for the most part, very 
similar: $78.2 million to plaintiff Andrews 
(plus $1.25 million to Andrews’ wife); $77.5 
million to plaintiff Davis (plus $1.25 million to 
Davis’ husband); $76.5 million to plaintiff 
Metzler (plus $1.25 million to Metzler’s 
husband); $115.2 million to plaintiff 
Rodriguez; $114.8 million to plaintiff 
Standerfer; and $76.6 million to plaintiff 
Weiser (plus $1.25 million to Weiser’s 
wife).55 An appeal of the verdict was 
pending before the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit when a global 
settlement was reached in the litigation, 
mooting the appeal. 

ALICEA v. DEPUY ORTHOPAEDICS, INC.,  
NO. 3:15-CV-03489-K (N.D. TEX.) (MDL 2244)
Alicea, the final MDL trial conducted in the 
Pinnacle hip implant MDL proceeding, once 
again over the defendants’ Lexecon 
objections, began in November 2017. When 
the MDL court signaled its intention to once 
again proceed with a multi-plaintiff trial (this 
time involving the claims of six plaintiffs 
from New York), the defendants sought a 
writ of mandamus from the United States 

Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit to 
prohibit the MDL judge from so proceeding 
(a writ of mandamus is an extraordinary 
procedure, and is only allowed in the rarest 
of circumstances). A majority of judges on 
the Fifth Circuit panel concluded that the 
defendants had waived their objections only 
as to the first two bellwether trials.56 The 
appellate court reasoned that although it 
would not force the MDL court to stop the 
fourth MDL trial based on the existence of 
later appellate review, it deemed the district 
court’s finding of waiver a “serious error” 
and cautioned that it would be a “clear[] 
abuse[]” of discretion for the district court to 
proceed.57 

Disregarding the circuit court’s opinion, and 
defying one appellate judge’s rhetorical 
question asking “what district court is going 
to go forward with the trial” after being told 
that it had reached a “patently erroneous” 
result,58 the MDL judge nonetheless required 
the defendants to participate in a six-plaintiff, 
two-month-long trial.59 The result was a $246 
million verdict for the plaintiffs, including $78 
million in compensatory damages and $168 
million in punitive damages.60 Compensatory 
damages were divided similarly among the 
plaintiffs: $39.3 million to plaintiff Alicea (plus 
$500,000 to Alicea’s wife); $38.8 million to 
plaintiff Barzel (plus $600,000 to Barzel’s 
wife); $48.6 million to plaintiff Kirschner; 
$43.7 million to plaintiff Miura; $37.3 million 
to plaintiff Michael Stevens (plus $500,000 to 
Michael Stevens’ wife); and $36.7 million to 
plaintiff Eugene Stevens (plus $100,000 to 
Eugene Stevens’ wife).61 The verdict was 
appealed to the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit but, as in 
Andrews, the appeal was mooted by the 
global settlement reached in the litigation. 
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GOFORTH v. LINCOLN ELECTRIC CO.,  
NO. 1:06-CV-17217-KMO (N.D. OHIO) (MDL 1535) 
AND QUINN v. LINCOLN ELECTRIC CO.,  
NO. 1:06-CV-17218-KMO (N.D. OHIO) (MDL 1535)
Goforth and Quinn were one of the two 
multi-plaintiff MDL trials that resulted in a 
defense verdict. There, the cases of two 
welders alleging neurological injuries as a 
result of exposure to manganese in welding 
fumes were consolidated for trial.62 After the 
MDL court directed the parties to propose a 
case for the first scheduled bellwether trial, 
the plaintiffs proposed consolidation of 
seven newly-filed cases (which they served 
on the defendants only after making the 
motion to consolidate), but later dropped 
two of the seven actions from the 
consolidation proposal.63 The court 
ultimately agreed to consolidate for trial the 
claims of two South Carolina plaintiffs.64 The 
trial of their claims began in November 2006 
and lasted 18 days. After the verdict in favor 
of defendants, no appeal was taken and the 
litigation ultimately settled.

BELL v. ROANOKE COS. GROUP,  
NO. 1:07-CV-00687-TWT (N.D. GA.) (MDL 1804)
Bell involved a trial of the claims of five 
plaintiffs from Minnesota, Utah, and 
Missouri.65 The five were originally part of a 
single multi-plaintiff suit filed on behalf of 39 
plaintiffs from 21 different states, all of 
whom alleged personal injuries as a result of 
their use of and/or exposure to Stand ‘N 
Seal, a spray-on grout sealer.66 The 
defendants filed a motion to sever the 
claims of all 39 plaintiffs, or, in the 
alternative, order separate trials,67 which the 
court granted in part and denied in part, 
stating its intention to try the cases in 
groups of five.68 The first of these trials 
began in April 2010 and lasted six days, 

resulting in a verdict in favor of the 
defendants. That verdict was not appealed 
and the parties ultimately settled, obviating 
the need for additional trials.69 

Academic Literature Helps Explain 
Why the Consolidation of Claims 
Results in Prejudice to Defendants
The significant statistical difference in the 
outcomes of single-plaintiff versus multiple-
plaintiff trials conducted by MDL judges is 
consistent with academic literature 
demonstrating that, when multiple claims 
against the same defendant are presented 
to a single jury, that jury is substantially 
more likely to find against the defendant on 
a given claim—and award higher 
damages—than if the claim had been 
presented in the absence of the others.70 
The relevant research indicates that this is 
so for a variety of reasons.

JUROR CONFUSION REGARDING EVIDENCE 
First, it is well-documented that the 
consolidation of multiple plaintiffs’ claims for 
trial is associated with juror confusion 
regarding which evidence pertains to which 
case.71 Indeed, courts have recognized that 
juries are often unable to “compartmentaliz[e] 
certain evidence that applies to one case but 
not the other.”72 As a result, there is a 
substantial risk in such trials that the jury will 
quickly lose track of the differences among 
the plaintiffs and render verdicts that conflate 
different plaintiffs’ claims and evidence.73 
Academic research confirms this. 

According to one scholarly article, for 
example, the joinder of multiple parties and 
claims poses a serious risk that jurors “may 
get evidence confused.”74 Another study 
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generated even more troubling conclusions, 
finding that consolidation of four or more 
plaintiffs not only made it harder for jurors to 
understand the evidence, but also more 
likely that the jury would find the defendant 
liable, and more likely that the jury would 
set higher per-plaintiff compensatory 
damages awards.75 That study’s author 
opined that even when jurors say they can 
distinguish among a multi-plaintiff group, a 
“blending effect” occurs, often resulting in 
similar awards for all members of the 
group.76 In short, while the issues being 
litigated in mass tort cases are already 
complex, the addition of multiple plaintiffs 
and/or defendants compounds that 
complexity, resulting in an “enormous” 
cognitive task for jurors that “raise[s] 
questions about the competence of jurors to 
decide these cases fairly and rationally.”77

This type of prejudicial juror confusion is 
evident in the multi-plaintiff trials conducted 
by MDL judges discussed above. For 
example, the trial conducted by the MDL 

judge in Eghnayem v. Boston Scientific 
Corp. involved the personal injury claims of 
four plaintiffs allegedly injured by a medical 
device, each of whom experienced different 
complications from the device, manifested 
at different times in connection to their 
surgery, had different medical histories and 
lodged different allegations about their 
current conditions.78 Yet, the jury ignored all 
of these differences among the plaintiffs’ 
cases and awarded them nearly identical 
damages in the amounts of $6,766,666; 
$6,722,222; $6,722,222; and $6,533,333.79 

Further, as Boston Scientific noted in its 
post-trial briefing in the Eghnayem case, the 
MDL judge there specifically remarked 
during the trial that the jury was likely 
missing things due to the jumbled manner 
in which evidence about different plaintiffs 
was presented—and plaintiffs’ own counsel 
admitted during his questioning of a trial 
witness that he sometimes was confused 
regarding which facts applied to each 
plaintiff.80 If the lawyers who had dedicated 
countless hours and resources preparing 
these four cases for trial could not keep 
track of the details of each plaintiff’s 
particular claims, it is all but impossible that 
the jurors were able to do so. 

A similar outcome occurred in the Andrews 
trial conducted in the Pinnacle hip implant 
MDL proceeding. After a two-month-long 
trial, the jury deliberated for less than a day 
and then wrote virtually identical amounts 
on every line of the 82-page verdict form, 
which itself covered 27 causes of action.81 
Specifically, the jury awarded the four 
plaintiffs who had been implanted with only 
one hip replacement device exactly 
$500,000 each for past physical pain, 
exactly $500,000 each for future physical 

“ [T]here is a 
substantial risk in such 
trials that the jury will 
quickly lose track of the 
differences among the 
plaintiffs and render 
verdicts that conflate 
different plaintiffs’ claims 
and evidence.”
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pain, exactly $500,000 each for past 
disfigurement, exactly $500,000 for future 
disfigurement, and so on down the line for 
past physical impairment, future physical 
impairment, past mental suffering and future 
mental suffering.82 The jury then awarded 
the plaintiffs’ respective spouses the same 
amount ($500,000) for past and future loss 
of consortium.83 

The only distinction the jury was able to 
draw was between those four plaintiffs who 
received a unilateral hip implant and the two 
who received bilateral implants, awarding 
the latter two exactly $750,000 in every 
damages category.84 The jury’s awards 
ignored the numerous factual differences 
among the plaintiffs’ cases with respect to 
how their devices were implanted, the 
problems they allegedly experienced with 
the devices, the severity of their injuries and 
their medical histories.85 For example, while 
one of the plaintiffs testified that his hip 
“doesn’t hurt anymore,” another plaintiff 
testified that “sometimes I can’t sleep on 
my left side.”86 The identical damages 
awards confirm the rampant jury confusion 
addressed in the academic literature, which 
culminated in the jury “throwing up its 
hands in the face of” a “torrent of 
evidence” about different plaintiffs, different 
theories, different doctors and different 
circumstances.87

OUTLIER PLAINTIFF PROBLEM
Second, courts and commentators have 
also acknowledged that multiple-plaintiff 
trials raise a significant concern that the jury 
may be swayed by sympathy for a particular 
plaintiff, or particular aspects of individual 
plaintiffs’ cases, and hold defendants liable 
to all plaintiffs based on factors that do not 

apply to all of them.88 Again, this conclusion 
is bolstered by experimental research. For 
example, one study found that the presence 
of an “outlier” plaintiff with more severe 
injuries than other plaintiffs resulted in an 
increase in punitive damages awards.89 The 
study’s authors opined that juries may 
justify such a result because they “assume 
that the less severely injured will, in time, 
suffer the same fate as did the outlier.”90 As 
one author noted, although defendants in 
individual trials are usually successful in 
excluding evidence of other cases and 
complaints in the absence of substantial 
similarity, “[w]ith multi-plaintiff ‘bundled’ 
trials, that protection disappears.”91

Relatedly, multi-plaintiff trials have the effect 
of allowing plaintiffs to cover significant 
deficiencies in the claims of certain plaintiffs 
by pointing to evidence relevant only to the 
other plaintiffs’ claims. For instance, in the 
Eghnayem trial, the plaintiffs expressly relied 
on the testimony of a physician who had 
examined only one of the four plaintiffs’ 
devices as evidence that all of the plaintiffs’ 
devices were defective.92 Thus, the mere 
fact of consolidation allowed the plaintiffs to 
bolster three of the claimants’ cases with 
evidence that would not have been relevant 
if their claims had been tried individually. 
Similarly, in the Aoki trial, each of the 
plaintiffs prevailed on their warning-based 
claims at trial even though only three of 
them adduced any evidence of whether a 
different warning would have impacted their 
surgeons’ implanting decisions.93 In other 
words, as in Eghnayem, consolidation 
enabled plaintiffs’ counsel to paper over 
serious plaintiff-specific weaknesses by 
relying on evidence not generally applicable 
to all plaintiffs’ claims. 
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And in the Andrews trial (also in the 
Pinnacle MDL proceeding), plaintiffs’ 
counsel was able to parade before the jury a 
vulgar email exchange between employees 
of the manufacturer discussing a Pinnacle 
component that only one plaintiff received.94 
That email, which should have been 
excluded in any event, would undoubtedly 
have been excluded in individual trials for 
the five plaintiffs who did not receive the 
component that was addressed in the email. 
However, because the cases were 
consolidated, the jury was exposed to the 
inflammatory email during trial, was 
reminded of it during closing argument, and 
the jury even requested the exhibit during 
its very brief deliberations.95 The ensuing 
astronomical verdict—which treated all of 
the plaintiffs the same—highlights the 
danger of inflammatory evidence that only 
applies to a single plaintiff being used 
against the defendants as to all of the 
plaintiffs whose claims are being tried. 

CUMULATIVE IMPACT OF MULTIPLE CASES
Third, both courts and researchers have 
noted the “cumulative impact” of having 
multiple plaintiffs present their cases to one 
jury and “the inferences a jury might draw 
with respect to the defendant because of 
the sheer number of plaintiffs” weighs 
against consolidation.96 The authors of one 
study noted that research has shown that 
“when persons are presented to observers 
as a ‘group’ there is a strong tendency to 
attribute similarity to all the group 
members” and to perceive those similarities 
as the result of “situational factors” 
common to them.97 In addition, studies have 
shown that jurors in criminal trials involving 
multiple claims are substantially more likely 
to draw the inference that the defendant is 
of bad character and to find the defendant 
to be less believable.98 

This propensity to punish defendants based 
on the multiplicity of claims has also been 
borne out in civil trials—as perhaps best 
illustrated by the trajectory of the Pinnacle 
hip proceeding. After all, the first bellwether 
trial presented the claims of a single plaintiff, 
and the jury determined that the product in 
question was not defective. The next three 
trials—involving the exact same device, but 
with consolidated groups of five and six 
plaintiffs—resulted in plaintiffs’ verdicts 
approaching $2 billion. Needless to say, the 
exorbitant jury awards in those latter cases 
reflect the “cumulative” impact of having 
multiple plaintiffs present their cases to a 
single jury in a single proceeding. Plaintiffs’ 
counsel in that very litigation effectively 
recognized as much in an article 
underscoring the prejudice of multi-plaintiff 
trials.99 In short, the consolidation of claims 
for trial has the effect of making juries more 
skeptical of defendants’ arguments and 

“ [M]ulti-plaintiff trials 
have the effect of allowing 
plaintiffs to cover 
significant deficiencies in 
the claims of certain 
plaintiffs by pointing to 
evidence relevant only to 
the other plaintiffs’ 
claims.”
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evidence while conversely encouraging 
jurors to overlook potential weaknesses in 
the individual plaintiffs’ cases.

THE “BACKFIRE EFFECT”
Finally, efforts to mitigate the prejudicial 
effects of consolidation by giving jurors 
limiting instructions are exceedingly unlikely 
to offset the prejudice of joining multiple 

claims together in a single trial.100 Indeed, jury 
studies have found that mock juries are more 
likely to rule against defendants—or to award 
higher damages to plaintiffs—after being 
instructed not to consider certain evidence 
detrimental to the defendant’s case, a 
phenomenon that is referred to in the 
literature as the “backfire effect.”101 

“ This propensity to punish defendants based on the 
multiplicity of claims has also been borne out in civil 
trials—as perhaps best illustrated by the trajectory of 
the Pinnacle hip proceeding.”
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Conclusion
As the legislative history and text of the MDL statute demonstrate, 
MDL proceedings are intended to allow for the efficient resolution 
of pretrial proceedings in related cases involving overlapping 
factual and legal issues. The MDL data, however, reveal that in the 
last decade MDL courts have been conducting trials with some 
frequency as part of an effort to assess the purported “value” of 
the litigation and to encourage global settlement. 

Although the Supreme Court made clear in 
Lexecon that MDL trials are prohibited 
absent the consent of all parties, the 
significant power wielded by MDL courts 
can be inherently coercive, leaving 
defendants no real choice but to agree to 
bellwether trials before the MDL court. 
Such MDL trials raise a variety of policy 
concerns, especially where defendants are 
compelled to provide broad Lexecon 
waivers allowing MDL courts to conduct 
highly prejudicial multi-plaintiff trials. While 
multi-plaintiff trials have thus far comprised 
a minority of MDL trial proceedings, there is 
significant concern that these precedents 
will, going forward, be used as a model for 
MDL courts seeking to encourage 
resolution of MDL litigation. As the data and 
relevant literature bear out, these multi-
plaintiff trials have the effect of stacking the 
deck in favor of the plaintiffs and therefore 
provide little, if anything, in the way of an 
objective assessment of the value of the 
plaintiffs’ claims overall. 

Further, multi-plaintiff MDL trials raise 
significant fairness and due process 
concerns, with MDL defendants forced to 
defend themselves in an inherently one-
sided proceeding in which multiple 
plaintiffs’ claims are evaluated in their 
totality, rather than each individual plaintiff 
having to prove each of the required 
elements of his or her claims. 

The most effective way to prevent such an 
improper use of the MDL process would be 
to enact federal legislation codifying 
Lexecon and prohibiting MDL courts from 
conducting trials without the express 
consent of all parties to the particular case 
proposed to be tried. Notably, the United 
States House of Representatives attempted 
to do just that in early 2017, when it passed 
H.R. 985, the Fairness in Class Action 
Litigation Act, which included such a 
provision. The legislation, however, was not 
taken up by the Senate that term. 
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An alternative approach proposed by some 
commentators would involve revision of 28 
U.S.C. § 1407 itself to expressly prohibit 
MDL courts from trying cases without the 
express and continuing consent of the 
parties, and to bar consolidation of multiple 
plaintiffs’ claims for trial, either in the MDL 
proceeding or prior to remanding cases to 

their transferor districts.102 Such legislative 
changes would promote the continued utility 
of the MDL process as a means to move 
mass tort litigation forward, while protecting 
the basic principles of fairness and due 
process on which our judicial system is 
built.

“ The most effective way to prevent such 
an improper use of the MDL process would 

be to enact federal legislation expressly 
codifying Lexecon and prohibiting MDL 

courts from conducting trials without the 
express consent of all parties to the 

particular case proposed to be tried.”
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